Milano/Baby Max
Phoenix Cot/Sleigh Cot
Recall Repair Instructions
To make your cot safe and compliant with NZ
safety standards, please read the instructions
carefully and follow steps provided.
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New Zealand
www.babycity.co.nz

Elements of the Recall:
Independent testing has highlighted that there are some

potential areas of risk with these cots. The testing also
found labelling and instruction documentation that are
not compliant with the mandatory safety standard for
cots.
1) Attached is a new assembly instruction book –
for any future assembly - and a new set of labels
for the base of your cot. The instructions for
affixing the labels are in this booklet.
2) On some batches a potential snag hazard has
been identified. Please have a look at page 3
(figure 3) and determine if that applies in your
cot. If it does then either;
a. Follow the instructions to remedy the
potential problem or,
b. Drop the cot ends to a store and we will
arrange for the remedy to be undertaken
or,
c. Advise us that the potential snag hazard
exists and that you can’t achieve a) or b)
above and we will arrange to come to
you.
3) On a test a split occurred on the side rail of the
mattress base. Please inspect as per page 6. If
there are any splits in your cot please advise and
we will replace the base.
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Possible Snag Hazard

Labels
You will have been given 5 labels. Attach these on the
top side of the mattress base slats as shown. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 3

Fig. 1

If your cot looks like the above image (Fig. 3) with the
drop-side fully raised there could be a possible snag
hazard.
If there is a gap, follow steps a)-i) to fix this issue.

On the inside top of the drop-side there may be a label
that says: “Face this side inwards”. Please remove this
label. (It may be a choking hazard if your child removes
it.) (Fig. 2)

a) Using a Phillips screwdriver, unscrew the drop-side
stoppers at the base of the two headboards. (Fig. 4
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b) Remove drop-side by sliding it down off the dropside guides.
c) With a pencil, draw lines along the outer edges of
both top drop-side guides as per below. Draw an “X”
on the top of drop-side guides. (This will help you
when repositioning the guides.) (Fig. 5)

Fig. 6

f) Now position one drop-side guide against a
headboard, so that the top of X-marked side aligns
with the new pencil line (1.5cm [15mm] higher than
the old one). Make sure the side of the guide aligns
with the side pencil marks. Once in position, screw
guide into place. Repeat this step for the other side.
g) Put drop-side back on cot. To do this, align it with
the top and bottom guides, then slide up into place.
h) Screw drop-side stoppers back into place. See image
in step 1. (Fig. 4)
i) Raise the drop-side to the fully raised position and
your cot should now look like this (with no snag
hazard). (Fig. 7)

Fig. 5

Drop-side guide

d) Using a Phillips screwdriver, remove both top dropside guides on each headboard.
e) Using a ruler or measuring tape, measure 1.5cm
(15mm) higher than top pencil lines on both sides of
cot, and draw new pencil lines parallel to the old
ones. (Fig. 6)
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Fig. 7
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Possible Base Split
Please inspect your cot at each of the 4 points that the
mattress base is attached to the ends of the cot. (Fig 8)
Check that there are no splits in the timber.
If there are any splits please email
cotrecall@babycity.co.nz with your details. If you don’t
have access to email then please phone 0800 282 2582

Fig. 8
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